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Abstract
Background: A study performed in 2007 comparing the
evaluation procedures used in European external quality
assessment schemes (EQAS) for hemoglobin and leukocyte concentrations showed that acceptance criteria vary
widely. For this reason, the Hematology working group
from the European Organisation for External Quality
Assurance Providers in Laboratory Medicine (EQALM)
decided to perform a statistical study with the aim of
establishing appropriate acceptance limits (AL) allowing harmonization between the evaluation procedures of
European EQAS organizers.
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Methods: Eight EQAS organizers from seven European
countries provided their hematology survey results from
2010 to 2012 for red blood cells (RBC), hemoglobin, hematocrit, mean corpuscular volume (MCV), white blood cells
(WBC), platelets and reticulocytes. More than 440,000
data were collected. The relation between the absolute
value of the relative differences between reported EQA
results and their corresponding assigned value (U-scores)
was modeled by means of an adaptation of Thompson’s
“characteristic function”. Quantile regression was used to
investigate the percentiles of the U-scores for each target
concentration range. For deriving AL, focus was mainly
on the upper percentiles (90th, 95th and 99th).
Results: For RBC, hemoglobin, hematocrit and MCV, no
relation was found between the U-scores and the target
concentrations for any of the percentiles. For WBC, platelets and reticulocytes, a relation with the target concentrations was found and concentration-dependent ALs were
determined.
Conclusions: The approach enabled to determine state
of the art-based ALs, that were concentration-dependent
when necessary and usable by various EQA providers. It
could also easily be applied to other domains.
Keywords: acceptance limits; characteristic function;
external quality assessment (EQA); hematology; quantile
regression.

Introduction
Analytical quality goals in laboratory medicine have been
set using a variety of methods including clinical outcome,
data based on biological variation and state-of-the-art [1].
A study performed in 2007 [2] comparing the evaluation
procedures used in European EQAS for hemoglobin and
leukocyte concentrations showed that the acceptance criteria vary widely. Indeed, the percentage of unsatisfactory
results for the same set of 262 data for hemoglobin and
leukocyte concentrations ranged, respectively, from 0.4%
to 15.6% and 0% to 19.8%, depending on the evaluation
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criteria used. This high discrepancy is not only due to
the use of different approaches, but also to a different
implementation of the same approach, for example the
state-of-the-art approach. For this reason, the Hematology
working group from the European Organisation for External Quality Assurance Providers in Laboratory Medicine
(EQALM) decided to perform a statistical study incorporating data from eight different EQAS to determine common
acceptance limits (ALs) for hematology parameters based
on survey results for the period 2010–2012. In addition to
promoting harmonization between the evaluation procedures of the different European EQAS organizers, this performance-based approach explored the question whether
concentration-dependent ALs are necessary.

Materials and methods

on opposite sides, secondly to test for two outliers on one side and
finally to test for one outlier. For each variant, iterations were performed until no new significant outliers were found. Both the Silverman and Grubbs tests were performed at the 5% significance level.
Finally, results from peer groups with less than 10 participants were
removed to obtain fairly good estimates of the target concentration.
Data analysis was performed on a total of 329,503 results. Table 1
shows the volume of data per EQAS organizer and per parameter
after the “cleansing” process had been conducted. It is noteworthy
that a peer group is defined as a set of laboratories using the same
type of instrument.

Statistical analysis
The starting point was the relation between the variability found in
EQAS, expressed as standard deviation (SD) and the target concentration of a parameter (C). This nonlinear relation can be described
by the following formula [6, 7]:
SD = α 2 + β2 C2 (1)

Data collection and preparation
In 2013, eight European EQAS organizers from seven countries,
namely, ANSM-France, CSCQ-Switzerland, CTCB-France, DEKS-Denmark, PNAEQ-Portugal, SEHH-Spain, UKNEQAS-United Kingdom
and WIV/ISP-Belgium provided their hematology survey results for
the period 2010–2012. More than 440,000 reported results were collected, of which nearly three-quarters (74%) came from Swiss and
UK EQAS organizers. The parameters that were considered in the
study were: red blood cells (RBC), hemoglobin (HB), hematocrit
(HCT), mean corpuscular volume (MCV), platelets (PLT), white blood
cells (WBC), and reticulocytes (RETIC). The received data were put
into an 11-column, 443,477-row table and went through a “cleansing”
process to identify erroneous results before undertaking statistical
analysis. In the first instance, blank results and results obtained by
manual methods (e.g. use of a counting chamber, microcentrifugation, etc.) were removed. In the second instance, multimodality was
checked by the Silverman’s test [3], adjusted by Hall and York [4],
and multimodal data series were excluded. Subsequently, outlier
detection and removal was performed using three variants of Grubb’s
test [5] that were applied successively: firstly to test for two outliers

The “characteristic function”, as he called it, is a function that
involves two parameters, α and β, that each has its own influence
on the shape of the curve (changes in the SD over concentration): α
determines the shape of the curve mainly for the lower concentrations, β mainly for the higher concentrations.
Dividing both sides of the formula 1 by C yields a relation that
holds between the coefficient of variation (CV) and the target concentration C:
CV =

α2
+ β2
C2

(2)


The ratio between α and β determines the shape of the curve: the
higher the ratio of α over β, the more curved the line. There is one specific case that produces a particular curve: α = 0 produces a flat line.
A U-score for an individual result is defined as:
U-score = 100*

individual result-assigned value
assigned value

(3)


When the individual result is produced by a well-performing analytical process, the U-score is mainly determined by the variability of the

Table 1: The volume of data per EQAS organizer and per parameter after the “cleansing” process.

ANSM
CSCQ
CTCB
DEKS
PNAEQ
SEHH
UKNEQAS
WIV-ISP
Total

HB

HCT

MCV

RBC

RETIC (%)

RETIC (NBR)

PLT

WBC

Total

2851
23,947
264
26
1332
6414
25,219
1471
61,524

2926
23,863
242
45
1251
6059
23,741
1406
59,533

2741
13,334
265
10
1545
6365
24,266
1424
49,950

2781
23,738
218
35
1528
6198
24,634
1527
60,659

0
490
0
0
0
1619
0
1497
3606

0
0
0
47
10
1754
4325
1381
7517

3023
23,182
249
48
1522
6381
0a
1628
36,033

2785
18,909
131
27
1494
6057
19,990
1288
50,681

17,107
127,463
1369
238
8682
40,847
122,175
11,622
329,503

UKNEQAS include platelet counts in their full blood count schemes but did not submit them for this exercise.

a
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analytical process. The variability, in turn, is determined by the concentration, as described by the characteristic function. Hence, the
relation between the average U-score and the concentration can be
written like:
U-score =

α2
+ β2
C2

(4)


Equation 4, which is an adaptation of the “characteristic function”,
was fitted to the data and quantile regression [8] was used to calculate the percentiles of the U-scores for each target concentration. In
order to obtain AL, the focus was mainly on the upper percentiles
(90th, 95th and 99th percentiles). For a given concentration, the 90th,
95th and 99th percentiles are extreme U-scores, which are expected
to be exceeded in 10%, 5% and 1% of cases, respectively. Prior to the
estimation of these upper percentiles, a model selection analysis,
based on the Akaike information criterion (AIC), was performed to
choose the best performing median regression model between the
one described by Equation 4 and the simplified version where α = 0,
namely U-score = β (model 5). As such, it was verified whether the target concentration C plays a role in the model. As a consequence, the
percentiles obtained by model 4 are concentration-dependent while
they are constant when obtained from model 5.
In the next step the curve defined by the Equation 4 was
approached by a broken line in which the first part had a steeper
slope, to model the U-score at lower concentrations and the second part was flatter, to model the U-score at higher concentrations.
The point at which the two parts of the line met was calculated by
dividing the whole concentration range into 20 intervals of the same
length and determining the decrease (in percent points) of U-score
for each interval. The point at which the two parts of the line meet
was determined as the lower limit of the most left hand interval that
shows less than 5% difference in the U-scores. This point represents
the “cut-off concentration” (Cc) (Figure 1).

50

The cut-off concentration (Cc) is the point at which laboratory
performance evaluation changes:
–– In the event that the peer group median concentration Mp is
larger than Cc, results falling within the interval [Mp ± Mp × LR]
are judged as acceptable,
–– In the event that the peer group median concentration Mp is
smaller than or equal to Cc, results falling within the interval
[Mp ± LA] are judged as acceptable,
–– In the event that the peer group median concentration Mp is
equal to Cc, the two methods of evaluation are equivalent.
where LR is the maximum allowable relative deviation from Mp and
LA = Cc × LR is the maximum allowable absolute deviation from Mp.
Because ALs may differ between automated analyzers and POCT,
they were determined not only on the basis of the overall results but
also for the automated analyzers separately.
Target values were obtained for each sample by taking the
median value of the medians of each peer group.
The percentage of unsatisfactory results in the initial data set
was calculated, i.e. only results from peer groups with at least 10 participants, including outliers, and not exhibiting multimodality were
taken into account.

Results
The approach as described in the preceding paragraphs
was employed to set ALs for RBC, HB, HCT, MCV, PLT,
WBC, and RETIC. For each test parameter, the proposed
ALs were constructed as the 90th, 95th and 99th percentiles of the U-score.

The theoretical curve: U-score =
The approximate curve
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Figure 1: Determination of cut-off concentration for platelets count.
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Figure 2: Graphical visualization of the ALs obtained for RBC on the basis of results ranging from 1.8 1012/L to 7 1012/L.

For the data obtained for RBC, HB, HCT, and MCV, no
relation was found between the U-score and the target
concentration for any of the upper percentiles. For PLT,
WBC, and RETIC, this study indicates that ALs should be
determined according to the median concentration of the
parameter under interest. ALs are absolute deviations for
lower concentrations and relative differences for higher
concentrations.

Fixed acceptance limits: RBC, HB, HCT,
and MCV
For RBC (Figure 2) the P90, P95 and P99-based ALs were
set at 3.2%, 4.1% and 6.2%, respectively, when RBC test
results from all laboratories were taken into account in
the calculations and no distinction was made between
laboratories that use automated or POCT analyzers. ALs
calculated from results reported by laboratories using
automated analyzers are more stringent (P90, P95 and
P99-based ALs are respectively 3.1%, 3.9%, and 5.9%). ALs
proposed for HB, HCT, and MCV are shown in Table 2.

Concentration-dependent acceptance limits:
PLT, WBC and RETIC
For PLT (Figure 3) the AIC showed that proposed ALs should
be concentration dependent. The P90, P95 and P99-based

ALs were set, respectively, at 9.7% when Mp ≥ 181.5 109/L
and 17.61 109/L otherwise, 12.4% when Mp ≥ 181.5 109/L and
22.51 109/L otherwise and 18.2% when Mp ≥ 215.63 109/L
and 39.24 109/L otherwise, respectively, when calculations
were made on the basis of PLT test results from all laboratories regardless of the type of analyzer. ALs proposed for
WBC and RETIC are shown in Table 3.
The numbers mean that, for evaluating PLT test
results, a P95-based AL is applied (CC = 181.5 109/L;
LR = 12.4%; LA = 22.51 109/L). Thus, a laboratory X whose
peer group median is Mp = 150 109/L < CC is evaluated with
respect to the interval [Mp ± LA] = [150 ± 22.51]. On the other
hand, a second laboratory Y, whose peer group median is
Mp = 200 109/L > CC, is evaluated with respect to the i nterval

12.4 
M p ± M p × LR (%) = 200 ± 200 ×
= [200 ± 24.8].

 
100 

Discussion
ALs based on the state of the art always depend on the
quality of the laboratories that produced the data. Only
in a study involving EQA data from various sources
spanning different countries, this kind of limits are of a
level that makes them generally applicable. Even more,
because obsolete methods were removed from the data
on which the limits were calculated, these limits represent the current state of the art. As the limits based on
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biological variability, also these limits can be applied
with different levels of confidence. Schemes based on
minimum performance standards for licensing purposes
may be interested in a relatively broad AL, for instance,
the P99 AL, and educative schemes might prefer stricter
ALs, such as P90 or P95-based ones. Furthermore, in
contrast to previously published limits, the statistical approach gives the possibility to verify whether
concentration-dependent limits are needed and to calculate these limits for each target concentration range.
For example, this study has proven for PLT, WBC, and
RETIC that limits for lower concentrations should not be
regarded as a relative difference, but rather as an absolute difference. Because it can be applied to any quantitative parameter, the statistical approach can easily
be applied in other domains. It constitutes thus a good
alternative when higher level ALs (clinical outcome or
biological variation [1]) are lacking.
When compared to existing limits, the proposed P95based ALs were found to match approximately the desirable limits based on biological variation (TEa) [9–11] and
WHO [12] for RBC and HB, and those based on clinician’s
opinion [13] for HCT and MCV.
For the parameters for which we have concentrationdependent ALs, the only comparison that can be made is
between the relative differences for concentrations above
the cut-off value with relative differences proposed in
other sources. On the one hand, the proposed ALs for PLT

Table 2: Overview of the ALs proposed for RBC, HB, HCT and MCV:
LR is the maximum allowable relative deviation from the peer group
median Mp.
Parameter

Percentile Type of
analyzer

RBC 1.8 − 7 1012 /L

P90

ALL
Automated
ALL
Automated
ALL
Automated
ALL
Automated
ALL
Automated
ALL
Automated
ALL
Automated
ALL
Automated
ALL
Automated
ALL
Automated
ALL
Automated
ALL
Automated

P95
P99
HB 55 − 210 g/L

P90
P95
P99

HCT 0.14 − 0.7 L/L

P90
P95
P99

MCV 68 − 112 fL

P90
P95
P99

LR, %

Percentage of
unsatisfactory
results, %

3.2
3.1
4.1
3.9
6.2
5.9
3
2.7
3.8
3.4
6.3
5.3
4.1
3.9
5.1
4.9
7.4
7.1
2.8
2.7
3.5
3.5
5
4.9

12.22
11.95
7.14
7.2
2.71
2.57
15.56
14.39
10.37
9.36
5.11
4.44
12.12
12.62
7.36
7.42
2.93
2.97
13.66
13.43
8.57
7.88
3.19
2.98

The concentration ranges on which the ALs are based are shown in
the first column.
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Figure 3: Graphical visualization of the ALs obtained for PLT on the basis of results ranging from 6 109/L to 867 109/L.
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Table 3: Overview of the ALs proposed for PLT, WBC and RETIC: Cc is the cut-off concentration, LR is the maximum allowable relative deviation from the peer group median Mp and LA = Cc × LR is the maximum allowable absolute deviation from Mp.
Parameter

Percentile

Type of
analyzer

LR, %

CC

LA

Percentage of
unsatisfactory
results, %

WBC 0.4 − 32 109 /L

P90

ALL
Automated
ALL
Automated
ALL
Automated
ALL
Automated
ALL
Automated
ALL
Automated
ALL
ALL
ALL

6.5
6.5
7.7
7.7
8.1
8.2
9.7
9.4
12.4
12.1
18.2
17.9
25.2
32.7
42.7

3.64
3.64
4.93
4.93
7.52
7.52
181.5
181.5
181.5
181.5
215.63
215.63
64.7
64.7
79.03

0.24
0.24
0.38
0.38
0.61
0.62
17.61
17.06
22.51
21.96
39.24
38.6
16.31
21.16
33.75

10.58
10.21
5.57
5.49
3.77
3.59
8.48
8.59
4.97
4.86
1.89
1.74
10.18
5.91
3.22

P95
P99
PLT 6 − 867 109 /L

P90
P95
P99

RETIC 0.04 − 438 109 /L

P90
P95
P99

The concentration ranges on which the ALs are based are shown in the first column.
Table 4: Comparison of the proposed ALs with other analytical goals.
Parameter

TEa Clinicians’ WHO P90
opinion

RBC
HB
HCT
MCV
WBC

4.4
4.2
4
2.4
15.5

PLT

13.4

RETIC

16.8

3.6
5.4
3.2
16.4

4
4
4
5
10

3.2
3.3
4.1
2.8
6.5% when Mp ≥ 3.64 109/L
and ± 0.24 109/L otherwise
15 9.7% when Mp ≥ 181.5 109/L
and ± 17.61 109/L otherwise
30 25.2% when Mp ≥ 64.7 109/L
and ± 16.31 109/L otherwise

and WBC meet the desirable specifications based on biological variation. On the other hand, the proposed limits
for RETIC, which reflect the state-of-the-art, are in line
with only the minimum specifications based on biological
variation (Table 4).
In addition to confirming earlier findings that showed
that for WBC, PLT, and RETIC, the analytical Imprecision
expressed as a CV is concentration-dependent [14, 15]. The
proposed approach enabled to quantify in an EQA setting
the maximum allowable deviation as a function of the
concentration.
As a final remark, it should be noted that the approach
consisting of using upper percentiles of the U-score as
ALs in EQAS is interesting more from a theoretical than
an applied point of view. Its implementation is difficult
in practice because it means that, for a given parameter,

P95

P99

4.1
4.5
5.1
3.5
7.7% when Mp ≥ 4.93 109/L
and ± 0.38 109/L otherwise
12.4% when Mp ≥ 181.5 109/L
and ± 22.51 109/L otherwise
32.7% when Mp ≥ 64.7 109/L
and ± 21.16 109/L otherwise

6.2
6.7
7.4
5
8.1% when Mp ≥ 7.52 109/L
and ± 0.61 109/L otherwise
18.2% when Mp ≥ 215.63 109/L
and ± 39.24 109/L otherwise
42.7% when Mp ≥ 79.03 109/L
and ± 33.75 109/L otherwise

the ALs will differ from survey to survey according to the
sample target concentrations. Thus for practical considerations the approximate curve, although less accurate, was
preferred to the original one in the present study. Readers
who are interested in calculating the percentiles of the
U-scores for each target concentration are referred to the
Supplemantal Data file.
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